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1. Introduction. Let us consider the equation:

(1.1) 3u u f(u) u
3t 3t3x-- --+g(u)

in the half space $2= {(x, t); x, t >0}.
Such an equation was considered by J. Nagumo as a model of the

neuron.) Let us limit the behaviour of the function f and g in (1.1)
as follows:

f, geC, g(0)--0, --Ko(u-l)_f(u)_K,
g(u) l<_K.(u+lul) and moreover

(1.2)
G(u) g(z)dz

_
Ksu

where Ko, K, K., K are positive constants.
Now the initial and boundary data are given as follows with the

compatibility conditions

( u(x, O) Uo(X) + + for :> 0,
(1.3) u(x, O)--u(x)+ / for x>_0,

[u(O,t)=(t)C for t>_0,

(1.4) "(0)--u’(0)-- f((0))’(0) --Then we can prove the following:
THEORE 1. There exists a unique solution u(x, t) in [2 and

u(x, t), u(x, t) (+ ) [_0, T. (Throughout this paper, we use
the following notation. Let E be a topological vector space, f(x, t),
or simply f(t) belongs to El0, T, if f(x, t) is a continuous function
in tel0, T with values in E.

_
is the topological vector space of

uniformly continuous and bounded functions in (0, o) together with
their derivatives of order up to k. If we consider square integrable
functions instead of uniformly continuous and bounded functions, we
have +.

To prove this theorem, we should obtain a priori estimates of
solution and local existence theorem adapted to the step by step
continuation.

2. Local existence theorem. Let us consider the problem in
0_ t

_
T, then there exists a function (1, ., 8), positive and non-

increasing in each argument, such that:
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Let to be any point in the interval, then for initial data Uo, ul at
t--to and boundary data , there exists the solution in to_t_to+h,
where h--( sup Uo(X) sup ul(x) max

Ox-bo Ox-b Ot T

Let’s remark that
G(x, , t--r)=E(x--, t--r)--E(x-+-, t--r)

in the Green kernel of the heat equation in the half space, where

E(x, t)-- 1
2/r exp (--t)"

The kernel has the following property;

G(x, , t)>_O, G(x, , t) d<l.

In fact,

f+G(x, , t) d$

_
f=E(:-+, t) d

,/_. ex (- (-4t
ehanging the ariable to ’= -1 f ,}- ex {- g’N 1.

Let us ut t,=O without loss of generality. Prom (1.1), (1.8), we have
the following integro-differential equation:

(2.1) u(x, t) (x, t)+ dr ds G(x, , s)

where

(2.2) (x, t)-Uo(X)-2fE:(x, t-r)(r)dr

+ G(, , )(),
which satisfies the equation 0 0 -0

3t 3t3x
with the condition (1.3).

Put Uo(X, t)=(x, t)

t-)

(i-- , , , ).
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Then we have easily

ui(.x, t) < (x, t) --- sup f(u 1) 1- - g(u- l)
2 0<x<+ s

and

(x,t) < -(x,t) -tox<+sup f(ui_l) 3u_1o +g(u_l)l..
If we take

MN+M
where =0<+su@(,t)l, N is any number greater than C and

M=max([f(u)[,,u, ]g(u)[), then we have lu(x,t)[, [3U*(xt " t)]<N(i--O,
..) in ONx<+, ONtNh.

At first ( )[0, T.
In fact

N(x,t-r)<o,_ o<f-N(x,t-r)dr<_ for all t>O, x>O.

It follows (L)[0,
The proof is similar for the derivatives of , because, remarking

N--N, we have
o

and

As easily seen, the sequence {Un} is convergent in 0, hi with
the analogous discussions, the limit function u belongs to
[0, hJ and satisfies all the required properties in Theorem 1.

:. A priori estimates. In the previous section, we obtained the
local existence theorem. In this section, we will show that u(x, t)l
and 3u (x, t) have a priori bounds in O<t< T, where T is any posi-

tive number. This shows that we can choose the same number h in
0<t<T in the local existence theorem, It follows that there exists
the solution in O<t<h at first, then we can find the solution in
0< t<2h and thus, step by step, we have the solution in 0_< t_< T. If
we assume [u(x, t)[ has an a priori bound, we have easily an a priori

’13U(x t) by using the equalities (2.1) and (2.2). Sobound also for
t

we have only to show u(x, t) has an a priori bound.
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Let u(x, t) be a solution satisfying (1.1) and (1.3), and
u(x, t), ut(x, t) ./ [_0, TJ.

Put v(x, t)--u(x, t)--(x, t), where (x, t) is defined by (2.1), then
v, v .q)-E0, TJ
Vtt--Vtxx---f(v-+-)(%+ Ct)+g(v+
v(x, 0)-0,
v(O, t)-O.

Now, let us consider the energy form on v(x, t);

E(t)=.f I (v:+vi+Cv)--G(v+)1 dx,

where C=1+4K, then, taking the derivative with respect to t, we
have

and

E’(t)-- {vtvtt+VxVx+Cvvt--g(v+)(vt-t-t)}dx

+vvt+Cvv,-g(v+)(%+Ct)} dx.
Remarking

vtv,dx= f d
0

1

and by the assumption (1.2) for f and g, we have
E’(t)_C1E(t)+C. O<t< T

where C, C. are positive constants.
More pricisely they depend only on
’=max(t), (t)=max([(t)[, [’(t)l, [l(t)]], ]]’(t)ll’-). *)

OtT

Therefore E(t), 0_ t_ T, has an a priori bound. It ollows, by using
Sobolev’s lemma, that v(t), therefore u(t) has an a priori bound.

Thus we have obtained
PROPOSITION. Under the assumption in Theorem 1,

u(x, t) and ",l-u (x, at)l have priori bounds in any finite inter-
val of t.

REMARK. We can consider the strictly analogous problem in the
three dimensional space of x and we have analogous results.

(1.1)’ 3t--vu--t tf + +
in t?=[(x, x2, x,t); Ot, Ox+, --x.,x +o} under the
condition (1.2).

stands for sup (x, t)I. [[ (t)IIL stands for 1[ (x, t)]IL(R).
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The initial-boundary data are given as follows:

U--Uo, 3U_u (t--O)
t

u-k (x-O)

I (o)t--(.4)’

where
Uo(X, x., x), u(x, x, x) ./; moreover,
u0, ue (i- 1, 2, 3)
t(x, x, t) ( )0, T

Then we have
THEOREM 2. There exists a unique solution u(x, t) in 9 and

u(x, t), u=(x, t)eE0, T.
The proof of the local existence theorem is almost analogous to
Theorem 1, and for a priori estimates, we need consider two energy
forms:
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